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Abstract 
Management practices could be traced to the time when the world was created. As 
development evolve in the life of mankind, so the use of various management tools and tactics 
to the benefit of everybody living during the period. Though these tools and tactics were not 
formally recognized in the early century, the contemporary management methods have 
great, resemblance of the olden days management approach. In this paper, we try to 
examine how the people of Songhai empire managed their activities, the tools and tactics 
used and their link with contemporary management methods. Theoretical approach is 
used to find out how the political, economic and socio-cultural life of Songhai people can 
be related to the modern day management practices. Our findings revealed that despite the 
fact that modern day management practices were not formally recognized in Songhai empire, 
several modern day management terms and practices like leadership styles, motivation, 
delegation of authority, job specialization, establishment of rules, policies and procedures 
etc could be inferred from the ways activities were carried out during this period. 

Introduction 
The history of West Africa has to do with that region of Africa which is bounded on the West and South by 

the Atlantic Ocean, on the north by the Sahara Desert, and on the east by the eastern frontier of Nigeria. This region 
may be described as being roughly enclosed in the north by a line running from the Senegal river to Lake Chad, in 
the east by a line running from Lake Chad to the Cameroon mountains, and in the south and west by the Atlantic 
coastline. Several modern states like Senegal, Gambia, Sudan, etc emanated from these regions. Many empires were 
created from Western Sudan. These empires include among others, Mali empire, Ghana empire and Songhai empire. 

Onwubiko (1982), observed that, though the origin of Songhai empire is obscure, there are available 
evidences that it has its early beginnings in Dendi, an area in the lower bend of the river Niger, South of Gao. Its 
aborigines comprised two" distinct groups, the Sorko, who were skilled fishermen, and the Gao, who were 
professional farmers and hunters and lived in villages in the riverine plains. About the seventh century, the Sorko 
fishermen established their supremacy over the farming population and brought into being the Songhai kingdom with 
its capital at Kukia. Later Za Aliamen led a group of nomadic Berber tribe from the north to conquer Songhai 
kingdom and established Za dynasty, this became the first of a long line of Za kings of Songhai. 

In 1010, Za Kossi, who was the fifteenth king of Za dynasty became a Muslim with many of the ruling class 
and also moved the capital of the kingdom from Kukia to Gao because of its notable commercial nature. Due to its 
involvement in the trans-Saharan trade, as well as in agriculture and fishing, the Songhai kingdom of Gao grew 
strong and quite prosperous. By the beginning of the fourteenth century, it was already attracting the attention of the 
expanding Mali empire and in 1325, Gao came under Mali's imperial domination when it was conquered by the forces 
of Mansa Musa. In 1335, Ali Kolen and Sulayman Nar, who had been hostages at the court of Mali, escaped back to 
Gao. AH Kolen was proclaimed king and took the title of "Sonni" meaning liberator, after he had driven out the 
Malian garrison in Gao. The Za title of kings of the Za dynasty thus came to an end and the Sonni title came into 
being. Under the rule of the Sonni kings^ the kingdom of Gao continued to grow in wealth and size as the Mali 
empire gradually declined. Gao, however, did not regain its full independence from Mali until during the reign of 
Sonni Ali the Great (1464-1492), the founder of the Songhai empire. 

The essence of this paper is to examine the management practices in this empire and relate them to the 
modern day management practices. 
What Does Management Entail? 

It is not our intention to start defining management as numerous definitions abound in literatures. What 
we believe to be important in this paper is to give an appraisal of the term management and what it seeks to 
achieve. The essence of management is to accomplish a goal in the most effective and efficient way. Management is 
a concept coined to explain what individuals or groups do when they utilize certain resource(s) with a view to fulfill 
certain desire. As rightly pointed out in the literatures, management entails utilisation of resources to achieve 
pre-determined goal. Individuals or groups that are involved in the use of these resources must ensure that the 
resources are judiciously utilized. Judicious utilisation means that pre-determined goals are not just achieved, but 
they are "effectively" and "efficiently" achieved. Agbonifoh (2005), observed that effectiveness related to the 
ability of an organisation to achieve its goals or the extent of corporate goal achievement. He explained further 
that ineffective organisation ends up using organisation resources without achieving the goals or broad purpose for 
which it is established. In addition, Drucker (1968), the management guru of international repute, states that 



effectiveness is achieved through doing the right things. We can therefore affirm that organisation as an act of 
managing effectively can only be attained if, and only if, it is doing those things that are crucial to its purpose. This 
means that management entails utilizing resources available to organisation to achieve pre-determined target 

Furthermore, if management involves using certain resources, it suffices to say that these resources which 
may be human, physical, technological, financial, informational, etc. have associated costs. It is not enough for 
organisation to achieve its goal at unreasonable cost, but associated cost must be within the reasonable limit. 
According to Gareth et al (2000), efficiency is a measure of how well or how productively resources are used to 
achieve a goal. Organisation is efficient when it minimizes the amount of input resources or the amount of time 
needed to produce a given output of goods or services. Efficiency, therefore, is concerned with the cost of 
achieving goals. If in the process of achieving certain goals, two or more methods can be used to achieve the same 
level of result, the cheaper method is the efficient method. In the words of Agbonifoh (2005: 4), greater efficiency 
can arise in the following four ways: 

• achieving more results with the same or current level of inputs; 
• achieving the same level of results with less inputs; 
• achieving an increase in results with less than a proportionate increase in inputs; 
• achieving less output or results with a more than a proportionate decrease in inputs. 

Efficiency occurs with the right combination and application of resources or inputs. Drucker (1968), captures 
this term by saying that efficiency related to "doing things right" as against effectiveness which he says mean 
"doing right things". The tenet upon which management is based is in terms of how people are able to effectively and 
efficiently utilize resources to accomplish certain goals. 

The Songhai Kingdom ruled by different people desired at different times to achieve specific goals. The 
rulers made use of different means to ensure that they achieve their intended results effectively and efficiently. The 
modern day management implications of the approaches is the subject of this paper. 

Vision 
Aspirations, expressed as strategic intent, should lead to an end, otherwise they would just 
be castles in the air. That end is the vision of an organization or an individual. The 
essence of management is effective and efficient utilization of resources to achieve the set 
goal. To be able to do this, an organization or individual must envision what it sets out to 
achieve, how to achieve it, when to achieve it, and what the problems are that may 
confront it in its quest to achieve such a goal. This is what vision is all about. Kazmi 
(2003), quoted various definitions of vision as given by various writers. Quoting Kotter 
(1990: 102), vision is defined as a "description of something (an organization, corporate 
culture, a business, a technology, an activity) in the future". El-Namaki (1992: 25), 
considers it as a "mental perception of the kind of environment an individual, or an 
organization, aspires to create within a broad time horizon and the underlying 
conditions for the actualization of this perception". Miller and Dess (1996: 6), view it 
simply as the "category of intentions that are  

broad, all-inclusive, and forward thinking.'1 From the definitions above, vision is seen as being the future aspiration 
that leads to an inspiration to be the best in one's field of activity. This was witnessed during the formation of 
Songhai empire by the founder Sonni All who had the view of what he wanted to achieve. Onwubiko (1982), recorded 
that Sonni Ali, saw himself first and foremost as an empire builder and he took measures to realixe his life ambition. 

Strategy 
Gareth et al (2000), defined strategy as a cluster of decisions and actions that managers take to help an 

organization attain its goals. Strategy is a character of planning. For a plan to work, there must be strategy. An 
organization's strategy consists of the actions and business approaches management employs to achieve the 
targeted organizational performance. Strategy has to do with ways and means of achieving set objectives. 
Management of an organization responds to its environment over time through the use of appropriate strategies. 
Oladapo et al (2004), noted that strategy can be proactive and reactive. Recognizing the fact that he was surrounded 
by insecurity, Sonni Ali established a formidable regular army with a cavalry force mounted on horses imported 
from North Africa. He also built up a powerful wary of war canoes for speedy transportation of soldiers and war 
materials in the Niger. This is a strategy adopted by Sonni AH to ensure security of his newly independent state from 
such enemies as the Tuaregs and Fulani and from Mali. 

Furthermore, Askia Mohammed I (1493-1528), was another leader in Songhai empire. He became a leader 
through revolt and civil war and to eliminate all elements of potential future rebellion and to pacify rival groups in 
Songhai society, he had to adopt different strategies. To remove the impression that he was a usurper and to make 
himself acceptable as king, he tried to show the people that he had seized power in order to restore the Islamic 



religion which Sonni Ali and his successor had neglected. Accordingly, he sought and won the support of the 
Muslims. Muslim scholars and clerics were no longer persecuted but received lavish gifts and were appointed to 
important offices as courtiers and advisers. To demonstrate his strong devotion to Islam and to establish the 
legitimacy of his rule, he went on a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1495-97 where he was appointed Caliph of the Sudan. 

Also, to remove all potential sources of opposition and ensure the preservation of the throne for the Askia 
dynasty, he killed or banished all the--surviving members of the Za dynasty. Consequently, the Askia dynasty 
ruled Songhai until the collapse of the empire. He also put an end to the militia system by creating a standing army 
of professional soldiers. This is to pacify the non-muslim rural Songhai people so that they can concentrate on their 
farming and trading activities that they were known for. These strategies helped Askia Mohammed I, to secure his 
throne and restored peace in Songhai, thereby making his reign to be acceptable by Songhai people. 

Job Specialization 
Modern day management practice believes in grouping of related activities together, then each grouping will be handled by people who have 

requisite skills, knowledge and experience to handle such an activity. The process by which this occurs is known as job specialization. Job specialization is 
a direct consequence of division of labour. With job specialization, efficiency is enhanced which eventually results into higher organizational performance. 

was adopted during the time of Askia Mohammed I in Songhai empire. Askia Mohammed I introduced the concept of job 
specialization in the area of agriculture. He divided the empire into regions with each region specializing in the production of the special type of food crop for 
which it was naturally best suited. Some regions that had natural endowment to produce food crops were earmarked for food crop production while those that 
had natural endowment to. .produce fish were earmarked for fish production. To implement this system and also maximize the utilization of the resources in 
the region, royal estates were created where slaves worked under the supervision of estate managers called FANFA. This system ensured the production of 

population of the empire and the cosmopolitan city of Gao. 

Establishment of Rules, Policies and Procedures 
Koontz and O'Donnell (1976), observed that policies are general statements or understandings which guide or 
channel thinking and action in decision making. Policies help an organization lo be consistent in decision making and 
also to be focused in its activities.   
Askia Mohammed I and Sonni AH, the two most prominent rulers in Soghai empire adopted different policies that 
helped them in the administration of people in Songhai. These policies include economic policies, educational policies 
and employment policies. For example, upon returning from his pilgrimage to Mecca, Sonni Ali introduced a 
number of measures which revolutionalised trade. He introduced a unified system of weights and measures, 
established a system of banking and credit to facilitate trade and importation of European goods from the coast into 
the empire was encouraged. While the Songhai empire exported gold, slaves and ivory to the west coast and to North 
Africa, it imported horses from North Africa, and salt from Raghaza. Cowries and gold with no superscription were 
used as the official currency. 

The employment policy of Sonni Ali, included involuntary military service. This was sequel to his 
ambition to secure and expand his empire. Therefore, he adopted feudal system of recruiting a force. This comprised 
of able people who willingly would not have joined. Immediately, Askia Mohammed I became Songhai empire 
ruler, he changed this policy and created a standing army always ready for service. These are people who on their 
own willingly surrendered themselves for military service. 

Furthermore, to ensure that every member of the organization maintains order and discipline, organization 
tries to establish rules and regulation that are meant to guide members conduct. Gareth et al (2000), defined rules as 
formal written instructions that specify actions to be taken under different circumstances to achieve specific goals. 
Anybody that breaks these rules his subjected to penalties. To ensure orderliness and discipline, Askia Mohammed 
I made use of Sharia laws. He used a class of Muslim judges called Kadis to interpret the law and dispense justice in 
the provinces of the empire. 

Delegation of Authority and Responsibilities 
Mullins (1999), looked at delegation as an activity that relates to the location of decision making within the 

organization. It is the process of entrusting authority and responsibility to others throughout the various levels of the 
organization. Delegation can be upward, lateral or downward, but the commonly accepted meaning of it is the one that 
relates to the downward. In this case, a superior entrusting his or her subordinates to act or take decisions on some 
matters. We can also have a-situation where a manager temporarily takes over the work of a subordinate who is 
absent through illness. This is upward delegation. In which case, the essence of delegation is for organizational 
effectiveness. Despite the fact that Mohammed Askia I and Sonni Ali made use of central administrative 
system, they still delegated some authorities and responsibilities. For example, Mohammed Askia I, appointed some 
ministers that helped to head various departments. There were departments of finance and taxation, justice, 
immigration, defence, forestry, etc. Each department was headed by a minister. Also Mohammed Askia I, divided 
the entire empire into four regions. Each region was administered by a regional governor. The regions were further 
subdivided into provinces and each province had a ruler. The local rulers exercised considerable authority over the 



people in their areas with close supervision of the regional governors. These made the local rulers to be 
responsible to the regional governors and the regional governors and the ministers were responsible to Mohammed 
Askia I. 

The principles of unity of command and chain of command can be inferred from this relationship. The 
two principles formed part of the fourteen management principles given by Henri Fayol. The administrative system 
in Songhai empire made use of these principles. 

Motivation 
Motivation is defined as psychological forces that determine the direction of a person's behaviour in an 
organization, a person's level of effort, and a person's level of persistence in the face of obstacles. The underlying 
concept of motivation is some driving force within individuals by which they attempt to achieve some goals in 
order to fulfil some needs or expectations. A manager is expected to motivate his workers in order to obtain a 
certain level of behaviour from them. Motivation can be intrinsic or extrinsic. In 1010, Za Kossi moved the 
capital of Songhai kingdom from Kukia to Gao. Onwubiko (1982), recorded that this action of his was motivated by 
the desire to take advantage of the strategic commercial position of Gao. Gao, as at that time was fast becoming a 
notable commercial centre linking the caravan routes of the Sudan with North African states and the important 
markets of Tadmekket and Takedda. Mohammed Askia I, also used motivational technique to obtain desired 
outcome from the officers entrusted with the administration at the central and regional levels. These officers were 
motivated by the granting of special privileges. All these were done by Askia Mohammed I to elicit positive 
behaviour, from the officers in-charge of different departments (at both regional and state levels) so that the 
objectives of creating the empire could be 
realized. 

Training and Development 
Training and development are tools used by an organization to ensure that its members have the knowledge 

and skills they need to perform their jobs effectively, take on new responsibilities and adapt to changing conditions. 
While training primarily focuses on teaching organizational members to perform their current job and helping them 
acquire the knowledge and skills they need to be effective performers, development focuses on building the 
knowledge and skills of organizational members so that they will be prepared to take on new responsibilities and 
challenges. To ensure that his objective of expanding the empire of Songhai, Askia Mohammed I, embarked on 
training of the newly recruited standing army he raised after doing away with the feudal system of recruiting force 
inherited from the administration of Sonni Ali. Not only this, he also established Koranic schools where people, 
among whom became successive leaders emerged. One of these Koranic schools eventually became a university. 
Here people were taught various subjects like Rhetoric, Logic, Islamic Law, Grammar, Astronomy, History and 
Geography, In this school various skills were learnt that would make Songhai people be useful and acceptable 
members of the society. The zeal displayed by Mohammed Askia I towards education, training and development of 
Songhai empire people was acknowledged. According to Onwubiko (1982), Askia Mohammed I's achievement in 
education, training and development on the religions, social, cultural and political life of the people of Songhai was 
far-reaching and never surpassed. 

Leadership Style 
The process by which a person exerts influence over other people and inspires, motivates and directs their 

activities to help achieve group goals is known as leadership. The person who exerts such an influence over others is 
called a leader. In Songhai, many leaders emerged at different times. These leaders made use of different approaches 
in discharging their leadership responsibilities. The specific ways in which a leader chooses to influence other people 
is known as personal leadership style. There are different leadership models and styles in management. One of such 
models is contingency model of leadership. This model describes an effective leader to be the leader that considers 
the situation in which such leadership exists. There are three types of leadership style that can be used by a leader. 
These are autocratic, democratic and laissez-faire leadership styles. What determines a particular style that should be 
adopted by any leader depends on the situation faced by such a leader. This model was appropriately used by leaders 
in Songhai Empire. For example, Sonni Ali made use of different styles to rule the provinces conquered by him. In 
the troublesome border provinces, distinguished army generals were appointed as governors, other provinces where 
the people proved willing to submit to his rule, local rulers were allowed to stay in power provided they remained 
loyal and paid regular tribute to the emperor. In cities like Timbuktu, where Muslims opposed to his rule, he was 
ruthless in dealing with them, but where the people proved loyal, as they were in Jenne, he was generous and 
humane. 

Management Process 
Koontz and O'Donnel (1976), observed that there are five basic functions of management. These are 

activities involved in performing management duties. These activities include planning, organizing, staffing, leading 



and controlling functions. They are also called management process because each activity leads to the other. To 
effectively and efficiently achieve an organizational goals, management has to tailored their activities towards these 
processes. 
Examining the entire working system in the Songhai, empire, there is no doubt that a lot of what these processes 
involved were used. In 1010, Za Kpssi, the fifteenth king of Za dynasty moved the capital of the Songhai kingdom 
from Kukia to Gao. There is no doubt that a lot of planning, organizing, staffing, leading and controlling functions 
(management process) would be involved in this movement. A lot of things have to be put in place before a city 
capital can be moved from one place to another. Some people have to be assigned with responsibilities to effect the 
movement. In taking decision of moving a city capital to another place involves a lot of considerations. Many 
factors have to be considered to ensure that the movement will be better off. There is no doubt that Za Kossi would 
first of all identify a comfortable place for himself and his family members, put structures i.e. buildings in the 
identified place, allocate the responsibilities of moving his properties and those of his officials to somebody, even 
select an appropriate time for the movement. All these activities are management processes. 

It was also gathered that most of the rulers of Songhai empire were warriors. Sonni Ali, because of his 
great achievement in expanding the territory of Songhai empire was referred to as Sonni Ali the great. His 
successor Askia Mohammed I was also remarked for his great achievement in administration, expansion of Songhai 
empire through war, etc. To win a war needs a very sound management practice. One has to plan on the strategy that 
will be used to attack the enemy. In executing the plan, a lot of organizing functions are necessary. Some people 
have to be assigned different roles ranging from distribution of weapons to the warriors, leading and coordinate the 
efforts of unit members, etc. Reports have to be given by the unit heads to the overall head. Economic activities in 
the region of Songhai territory recorded tremendous improvement under the leadership of Sonni Ali and Askia 
Mohammed I. This tremendous improvement was sequel to different management techniques used by these 
leaders. Agricultural practices were reorganized by dividing the entire empire into four regions. Each region 
specialized in the production of the special type of food crop for which it was naturally best suited. This system 
brought about abundant food production for the teeming population of the empire and the cosmopolitan city of Gao. 
Industries or crafts were encouraged on a similar basis to agriculture. Some regions specialized in such industries as 
smithing, gold-mining, production of salt or copper and building materials. With great level of specialization 
experienced during this period, the level of economic activities increased. People worked and were able to earn 
income that could sufficiently sustain them. Even the farm and industry products obtained from royal estates 
were sold and the proceeds lodged with the imperial treasury. Trade therefore, became the backbone of the empire's 
economy and the greatest source of imperial revenue. Through the revolution that happened to trading activities, the 
standard of people in Songhai empire increased. All these could be ascribed to the use of sound management practice 
that occurred between the period. 

Sequel to the reorganization that occurred to the main routes through which Songhai traded with North 
Africa, revenue that accrued to the empire increased. This is due to the fact that apart from revenue from agriculture, 
craft and commerce, revenue also came from tribute from vassal states, taxes from provincial farmers and fines paid 
to the emperor. Tolls and custom duties formed part of the revenue accrued to the empire. All these sources and the 
revenue generated were properly and judiciously utilized. This revenue helped Askia Mohammed I to maintain a 
stable, viable and peaceful empire during his reign. All these could not have occurred if the funds and the sources 
were not properly managed. Before the revenue generated could be spent on profitable project, it had to be properly 
planned and different roles assigned to different people in line with their skills and abilities. There were some officers 
who did the collection on behalf of the emperor, if these people were not properly managed, they could have 
mismanaged or misappropriated the revenue. There is no doubt that a control mechanism was in place to ensure that 
any money collected by these officers were duly paid into royal treasury. All revenue officers were made to account 
for any collection(s) made by them. This made them to properly account for any revenue collected on behalf of the 
empire. 

Askia Mohammed I also exhibited the use of various managerial skills to rule the people of Songhai during 
his reign. Modern management practice recognizes three types of skills that must be acquired by any manager in 
order to achieve the set goal. These skills are conceptual skill, human skill and technical skill. Conceptual skills are 
demonstrated when a manager is able to analyse and diagnose a situation and to distinguish between cause and 
effect. Mohammed Askia I exhibited the use of conceptual skills when on accession to the Songhai throne, he 
recognized and was able to analyse the circumstance upon which he became the ruler. He was able to see himself as 
an usurper and therefore, he must make himself acceptable to the Songhai people. He knew that he came into power 
through revolt and civil war and to have a peaceful reign, he had to eliminate all elements of potential future rebellion 
and pacify rival groups in the Songhai society. 



Human skills have to do with manager's ability to understand, alter, lead and control the behaviour of other individuals and 
groups. It includes ability to communicate, to coordinate and motivate people, and to mould individuals into a cohesive 
team. Before he came to power, he knew that Sonni AH had problem with the Muslim. He was aware that Sonni Ali was 
able to stay for the period he stayed because of his tyrant, evil and oppressive style of ruling. He tried to make himself 
acceptable so that their behaviour will change positively to him. He tried to win the support of the Muslims by stopping 
Muslims and clerics persecution. He also lavished them with gifts and appointed them to important offices as courtiers 
and advisers. He also tried to pacify the non-Muslims by putting an end to the militia system and created a standing army of 
professional soldiers. 

Technical skills are the job-specific knowledge and techniques that are required to perform an organizational role. 
Sonni Ali and Askia Mohammed 1 exhibited these skills by leading their group of warriors to conquer many cities. Sonni 
Ali led the warring team that got complete independence for the kingdom of Gao and later transformed that petty 
principality into the vast Songhai empire. Mohammed Askia 1 also led his team of well-trained and well equipped army 
in 1499 to conquer what remained of old Mali and also Hausa states of Gobir, Katsina, Zaria and Kano. 

Conclusion 
Organisations across the world have devised means of ensuring effective and efficient utilisation of resources 

available to them with the use of modern management methods. These methods though were believed to evolve newly, 
but the approaches were not relatively new as the terms given to them can be explained in line with the old practices. 

Despite the fact that modern management practices were not formally recognized during the 13lh and 14lh 
centuries, events during the period cannot be divulged from the modern day management practices. Though the way in which 
things were carried out could not be explained by the actors using modern day management terms, studies have shown that 
we can relate the happenings then with the modern day management practices. In Songhai empire, careful study of events 
during this period showed that leaders at different times displayed a great deal of management. The rulers from the two 
dynasties (Za and Askia) made use of the knowledge of management in different areas. The areas include the regional 
administration, revenue management, agricultural practices, etc. All these helped the empire to be one of the greatest 
empires in western Sudan. The modern day managers are proactive in their dealings. They envision where they want to 
be in the future and organize their activities accordingly. They recognize in advance the obstacles that may confront them 
and look for ways to overcome those problems. To realize their goals, they believe in the use of appropriate strategies 
and tactics which they constantly monitor how effective those strategies are and review appropriately. They believe in the 
use of appropriate leaders and leadership styles to influence and direct the follower's efforts towards achieving the set 
goal. In addition, organisation norms, rules, policies and procedures serve as guide to actions and any employee that 
goes against these are sanctioned. Different governments in the ancient Songhai empire adopted and use these methods, 
though were not formally recognized. Modern day managers should understand that there are many things to learn from 
the ancient practices that are relevant and useful to the modern day's contemporary management practices. Efforts 
should be made by modern day organisation managers to examine the ancient management approach, not only in 
Songhai empire but other empires like Mali, Kanem-Bornu, etc with a view to see the link between the old and new 
management practices. 
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